~Please note this is an unofficial document and only serves to highlight the key points of the Guaranteed Admission Agreement. For specific details, please refer to the full version of the Agreement. ~

RANDOLPH-MACON COLLEGE
GAA HIGHLIGHTS

Cumulative GPA Required
• Minimum of 3.0 GPA

Acceptance Status
• Associate of Arts and Science Degrees (AA&S) or Associates of Science (AS)
• Guarantees the acceptance of all transferable credits earned
• No distinction will be made by R-MC regarding dual enrollment classes
• AP, IB, and armed services experiences will be reevaluated by R-MC
• Junior status and students will be considered as having fulfilled R-MC’s general education requirements, with the following exceptions: one Philosophy or Religious course, one course in Arts or Literature, Foreign Language, and any remaining Cross-Area requirements not met within the associate’s degree. See full agreement for details.
• GAA students are eligible to apply for scholarship designated by R-MC especially for GAA students.

Note:
R-MC waives its application fee for GAA.

Letter of Intent Required
• Not required

Minimum Grade in Transferable Courses:
• Minimum grade of “C” or higher from the transfer-oriented associate degree program, not to exceed 75 credits

Contact:
Jim Woods
Senior Assistant Director of Admissions
Transfer Counselor
804.752.3224
jimwoods@rmc.edu
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